Blue Room
Ms. Leslie & Ms. Victoria

Theme
Holidays Around
the World

December

Monday
3 Gingerbread
Button Counting

Tuesday
4 Watercolor
Dreidel

Wednesday
5 Pom Pom Painting
Christmas Tree
The kiddos will be
painting with pom poms.
The pom poms will be
held with clothespins for
grip. The kiddos will
paint on a pre-cut
Christmas tree.

Winter

10 Icicle Scissor
Skills

11 Do You Want to
Build a Snowman?

Students will follow the
lines drawn on paper to
look like icicles. Teachers
will supervise safe cutting
skills.

New Year’s
Celebration

17 Party Hat Letter
Hunt

24

12 Project: 'Silly
Christmas Sweater’

Thursday
6 Tape Resist: Star
There will be blue tape
in the shape of a star
and the kiddos will paint
over the entire paper.
Once dried, they will
peel off the blue tape to
reveal the star!

13 Iceberg Hop

As a group we will decorate
a large sweater cut out.
Kiddos will be able to add
pom poms, glitter, stickers,
etc.

18 Confetti
Alphabet Baggies

19 New Year’s
Letter Hunt

In the sensory bin, the
kiddos will be looking for
the first letter of their
name. The letters will be
inside small ziplock bags
filled with confetti!

The sensory bin will be
filled with party hats,
necklaces, and cotton balls.
The kiddos will be on the
hunt for the letter of the
week. They will place each
letter in a bowl & as a group
we will review the letters.
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CHALK Preschool
Manhattan Beach

Friday

Special Notes

7 Snowman Button
Count Puzzles

Letter of the Week:

14 Project: Pom
Pom Hot Cocoa

Letter of the Week:

Kiddos will glue pom poms
and brown paper onto a
pre-cut paper mug. They
will decorate the mug with
stickers and dot markers.

20 Toilet Paper Roll
Firework
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Letter of the Week:
CLOSED

First Day of
Winter Break
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